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About Huawei









Our products and solutions have been deployed in over 140 countries, serving more than one third of the
world’s population.
Our business language is English: Unlike other players in the industry, we truly offer an English language
dominated environment. This means: the opportunity to work in a multinational with people from multiple
backgrounds- a deep enhancement for any resume.
We seek and reward talent. At Huawei, if you are driven and show results, you will see these efforts rewarded.
We have a culture that rewards hard work and dedication. We don’t take people for granted.
18 locations in Germany. 5 Research & Development Centers. 1600+ employees in Germany. Yes, we are
growing!
We operate globally! We are the largest telecommunications equipment manufacturer in the world, and we are
going for more every day. Who wouldn’t want to have this on their resume?
We are friendly and we like it that way: At Huawei, we have a nice working environment. Doors are open, and
people collaborate with each other in a non-political manner. It’s fun coming to work!
We offer international real professional development opportunities. Anywhere you are, Huawei is there!
We are diverse, and we embrace it - We have more than 150 nationalities worldwide. Working at Huawei, not
only will you grow as a professional, but you will enrich your life!

Project Supply Specialist
Job location: Düsseldorf

Contract: Contract with leased labor company (18 months contract)

Main Responsibilities:
1. Participate in project bidding, analyze supply feasibility, get customer buy-in, reply to and clarify bidding
documents, and develop the supply fulfillment plan and cost calculation.
2. Participate in the design of project supply solutions, execute the project supply process, and implement the
project supply solution.
3. Manage project supply assurance, integrate the project arrival plan with the supply plan, ensure the
effective operation of the project size cycle, and handle supply exceptions in a timely manner.
4. Regularly review project supply solution and adjust the project supply solution in a time.
5. Identify project pain points and customer requirements, regularly collaborate with customers, and be
responsible for project supply satisfaction.
6. As the owner of materials, manage the achievement of key performance goals such as physical goods
security, inventory efficiency, supply cost, process internal control, and support the achievement of project
financial targets.

Requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fast learner and eager to learn the supply process.
Team player with the ability to align resources to support the fulfillment of the project.
Strong sense of responsibility, be able to control the CIAG at all times.
Logistics related major is preferred.
Fluent in English and German.

Contact info:
Please send your detailed Resume or CV in English via e-mail to recruiting.de@huawei.com indicating the
position and work location that you apply for.

